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ABSTRACT 
Tests of simply Suppo7.'ted reinforced concrete deep beams, subjected to 
ra:pi<!ly applied loads are described in this report.. Five beams .were te~ted 
under a triangular-shaped pulse and three beams were tested under a flat-top 
pulse of 'infinite duration'.. Five beams were tested statica\ly to serve as 
control beams for the beams tested dynamically. Studies of the relationships 
of the sum of the measured x:-eactions to deflections, steel strains and concrete 
strains are made •. Data concerning the effec~ of strain rate on the behavior 
are presented .. 
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Io INTRODUCTION 
102 Introduction 
The existence of nuclear weapons has ,created a need for- structural 
systems capable of resisting extremely high overpressures o. Because of the 
high intensity of the' overpressure, the structure must consist. of elements 
which have geometric proportions that are different from those used in 
ordina.:J:,-j' constructiono In order to design. safe and efficient structures to 
resist bigh intensity blast l.oadings, it is necessary to understand the' 
behavior of the individual members when subjected to dynamic loadso The 
results of' field tests, in which structures deSigned by available design con-
cepts were subjected to high intensity blast loadings, showed that the test 
specimens had a resistance greated than was e~ctedo More knowledge about 
the behavior of deep structural elements subjected to dynamic loads is needed. 
102 Object 
The broad object of this investigation is to obtain information from 
which a rational and efficient design procedUre for deep members subjected to 
-bla.st-type loadings can be developed. It is almost possib1.e to use the static· 
load-deformation re1.ationships to design members subjected to blast-type 10adings3 
taking proper account of the dynamic inertia forceso Howeve~, this approach 
neglects the effects of strain rate on the pr~perties of the materials, in 
particular the increase of yield pOint, and results in an overly conservat·ive 
desigtlo The experience in this investigation and in previous research indicates 
that the strength of a member under dynamic loading is significantly larger 
than under slowly-applied loading. 
The tests reported herein constitute the first series of dynamic 
tests of reinforced concrete deep beams. The object of the tests was simply 
to determine the effects of rapid lOading on the flexural behavior of deep beams. 
2 
In particular, it was desired to determine if an increase of flexural strength 
due to strain rate (such as is obtained in reinforced concrete beams of normal 
proportions) is also obtain~d in reinforced concrete deep beams, to obtain 
some indication of, the magnitude of this increase, to' determine the "extent and 
seriousness of partiaJ. damage obta1ne,d when pulse loads are applied so as to 
produce considerable permanent set, and to study the effect of rapid strain 
rate on the ducti11 ty and the maximum. concrete strain at crushing. The number 
of tests were very limited so t~at definitive studies were not accomplished; 
nevertheless, a considerable amount of information was obtained which could 
be used even at this time to improve or verify design procedures for reinforced 
concrete deep beams. 
1.3 Scope 
All beams had a span-depth ratio of 3.33. The concrete cylinder static 
compressive strength varied fram 4320 psi to 4700 psi and the static yield 
strength of the reinforcing steel varied from 47.7 ksi to 52.7 ksi. The concrete 
cyli~ders were testeda.t a. load rate of 60 kips per minute. The strain rate 
prior to yielding of the" reinforcing steel coupons was approximately 105 x 10-5 
in.jin./sec. The tension reinforcement consisted of' eitherl.iJ8 percent or 
0.81 perceIit of intermediate grade, deformec1s reinforcing steel bars 0 For 
three beams 0.81 percent compression steel was used. External clamp-on stirrups 
were used for the web reinforcement. 
Tlrl.rteen beams were tested, as shown "in Table 1. "The beams were cast 
in four groups and because of the small size of these specimens the concrete 
in aJ..l beams of a given group was from ~he same batch, and generaJoly the steel 
in aJ.l beams of' a given group were cut from the same bar j gi ring all the beams 
identical properties insofar as possibleo From. each group one or more beams 
ware tested statically to determine the static strength properties and the 
3 
remaining beams of the groups which were tested dynamically~ were assumed to 
have the same static strength propertieso Five beams were tested statically.\) 
f'i ve beams were tested dynamically with a trl,a.ngular load. pulse:J and three beams 
were tested with a load. pulse of an ttin:fini te yg duration 0 
The beam lOading consisted of two H concentratedU loads applied through 
four-inch length bearing blocks sea.ted on leather pads at the third points of 
the spano Due to the length of bearing a.t the applied loads and reactions j) the 
moment diagram resulting from the two J.oads is very close in shape to that 
obtained f'rom. subjecting the beam to an equival.ent uniform load. giving identical. 
maxim'um. moments 0 However, the shears resulting from. the actuaJ. lOading are 
greater near the outside edges of' the load b10cks than the resulting shears 
using an equivalent uniform load. as shown in Figo 10 
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1 .. 5 Notation 
Each test specimen referred to in thi s report is designated by a 
mark numbero The mark number consists of letters and numberso The first letter 
fiE ig represents the series number of the testing programo The next two numbers 
represent the span-depth ratio multiplied by ten, and the third number represents 
the group number. The remainder of the mark number, which may consist of a 
letter of a number and letter, refers to the type of test: letter S represents 
the static test, letters A and B represent dynamic tests, and the letter V re-
presents the beams tested without web reinforcement intended for a: shear study 0 
The following notation has been adopted for this report: 
A = total area of longi tudinaJ.. reinforcement 
s 
d = effective depth of reinforcement, the distance from. the top 
compressive fiber to the centroid of the tension steel, 
E = modulus of elasticity of the reinforcing steel 
ft = compressive strength of concreteJ as determined from. standard c 
6 x 12 ino control cylinders·; 
fu = ultimate strength of reinforcing steel 
f = yield strength of reinforcing steel y 
j = ratio of lever arm of internal resisting moment to effective 
depth, for fully-cracked elastic section 
L = span length center to' center of reactions 
P = applied load. 
Qa:y = sum. of' reactions at yield under ~amic loading 
~ = maximum sum of reactions 
Q = maximum sum of' reactions under static loading 
am 
Q = sum of reactions at yield point under static loading 
sy . 
5 
~ = sum of reactions at yield 
D. = maximum. deflection at midspan 
m 
D. = yield deflection at midspan y 
D. = maximum." deflection at midspan under static loading 
am 
D. = yield deflection at midspan under static lOading 
sy 
€ = steel strain in tension steel 
€ = concrete strain at top midspan 
c 
€ = steel strain at beginning of strain hardening 
o 
€ = strain at initiation of yielding in the reinforcing steel y 
6 
II C) DESCRIPrION OF TEST S~IMENS 
201 Description of Beams 
The properties of the specimens are summarized in Table 10 The 
geometric dimensions are shown in Fig.. 1. All beams had a width of three 
inches~ an overaJ..l· .length ;of.·34:inchas,9 and an overall depth of 10 1/4 incheso 
The beams had. a. span of thirty inches center to center of 4aainch bearing 
bl.ocks and an effective depth of 9 incheso All beams except E3318 and the 
beams of group E333V were reinforced with clamp-on stirrups located five inches 
from the center of each supporto Beams of group E331. and E332 were reinforced 
with tension steel only and beams of group E333 were reinforced with both tension 
steel and compression steelo The tensile reinforcement consisted of straight 
bars and extended the full length of the beam. Special anchorage was provided 
for the tension steel in a1.l beams by welding 2 .. 5 ino x 3 in.. x 005 in. steel 
plates at each end of the reinforcing barso The compression steel for the beams 
of group E333 extended the fUll .length of the besmo 
202 Materials and Fabrication 
Cement: Marquette-type III poTtl.and cement was used in the concrete 
mixes for all beams.. The cem.ent was purchased in paper bags from local. deaJ.ers 
and stored under proper condi tiona .. 
Aggregates ~ The aggregates employed in the concrete were Wabash 
River sa:nd and :pea gravel obtained from an outwash of the Wisconsin Glaciation.o 
The gravel is composed mainly of" limestone and dol.cmi te with minor quanti ties 
of quartz, graJlite, and gneiss. The sand is cbmposed mainly of quartzo Both 
aggregates have been used in the laboratory for previous investigations and have 
passed the usual specification tests., The maximum size of the pea gravel 'Was 
3/8 in. p and the absprption of both the sand and gra.vel was approximately one 
percent by weight of the surface drY aggregatee 
7 
Hei:u.forcing Steel~ Intermediate grade deformed bars were used in 
aJJ.. beamRo A coupon. 2 fto long was cut from. each bar an.d tested in a l20 ~ 000 Ibo 
capac! ty Baldwin hydraulic testing machine at a. straining rate of O~05 ino lin 0 !mino 
up to yieldo Strains up and into the work-hardening range were measured with an 
8-ino extensometer employing a Baldwin nmicrof'ormeru coil and recorded by an 
automatic recording device 0 The extensometer was then removed from the coupon 
and strains up to the uJ. timate strength were determined by measuring the elong""' 
atioltl of' an 8-inc gage length with a. divider., 
The tension steel bars in all beams of each group~ except for beam 
E331.B of' group E33l» were cut from. the same bar so that the reinforcing bars 
of a particular group ha.ve the same mechanicaJ. propertieso The compressio~ steel 
for beams of group E333 were aJ.so cut from the same baro Table 2 l.ists the pro"" 
perties of the reinforcing steel and stress-strain curves are shown in Figc 20 
Concrete Mixes~ The design of' the concrete mixes was based on results 
of' previous investigations conducted in the laboratory usin.g the same aggregates 0 
Table 3 lists the properties of the mixes 0 Moisture samples were taken from. the 
s8J:.d and gra.vel a.t the time of' mixing of the concrete" and the reported ratios 
are based on the results of' the samples 0 A1J. beams of' a particular group were 
cast from the same concrete mix and batcho Since the testing of' a particular 
group or beams required several weeks~ the concrete strength was determined as 
the average strength of the concrete determined by testing eight to ten cylinders~ 
O!lecohalf or the cylind.ers were tested at the stax;~ of' the testing of a group of 
beams and or.:.e-ha.lf' at the end of the testing& The modulus of rupture is the 
a.verage value obtained from. tests of' two 6 x 6 x 20 inc control 'beams 1.oaded at 
the third points of an. l8-inch span; one control beam was tested at the beginning 
of' the tests of a group and the other at the endo 
Casting and Curing~ All beams were cast in a horizontal. position in , 
wood f'ormso Before casting,? SR-4 electric strain gages were attached to the 
! 
8 
tension s~eel for all beams except those of group E3310 The gages were 
waterproofed by pouring hot Petro~elastic over the gages 0 The performance 
of the waterproofing was then checked by su'tmerging the bar in water for 
several hours before pl.acing it in the beamo For the beams of group E331 ;the 
longitudinal reinf'orcing bars were prepared· for l.ater appUcation of SR ... 4 
strain gages 0 Approxima.tely haJ..f the circum.:f'erence of the bar was ground 
smooth for a length slightly greater than the strain gage lengths at the lo-
cation of the gages and corks with a height equal to the concrete cover were 
wired to the bar over the smooth area to keep the concrete away during casting 
and to provide access for mounting the gages after casting by rem.ovaJ. of the corks 0 
The concrete was mixed from three to six minutes in a 6 CUe fto capacity 
non-tilting drum type mixer and placed in the previously oiled form with the aid 
of a high frequency interna.l vibratore The 6 ino"x 6 ino x 20 ino fl.exural con-
trol. beams and eight to ten 6 inc x l.2 ino cont~ol cyl.inders were cast at the 
same timeG 
Sever' al hours after casting, the top surfaces of the beams were troweled 
smoothp and the cy~inders were capped with neat cement paste 0 The beams and 
control specimens were removed fran their forms the following day and stored in 
the moisture-curing room· for two days 0 Then they were stored in the labora.toroy 
until testingo 
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III. LOADING DEVICE, INSTRUMENTATION, AND TESTING PROCEDURE 
3 .. 1 Description of Loading Apparatus 
A 6o-kip capacity pneumatic loading machine was used to apply the 
load to the beamso This machine consists basically of' a loading shaft, attached 
to a piston in a cylindero For the test described in this report, the ~hine 
was operated as an implosion machine.. Nitrogen ca:I1.I'ressed to a pressure equivaJ.ent 
to the desired load and stored in chambers enclosing the cylinder was allowed 
to escape through slide vaJ.ves into the cylinder on one side of the piston causing 
the piston and loading shaft to transmit load to the specimen.. The load can be 
removed at any desired time by allowing compressed nitrogen from a second storage 
chamber enclosing the cylinder to escape into the cylinder through slide valves 
on the side opposite the loaded side so that equal forces are exerted on both 
sides of the piston thereby pl~ing the piston in equilibrium with no load 
tra:o.smi tted through the loading sha:f't.. The amount of' the 'load removed can be 
controlled by varying the ma.gn.itude of, the differentiaJ. pressure on the top and 
bottom of' the piston.. For the beams which were tested under a triangular pulse 
approximately ten percent of the applied load. was left on the tested beam in 
order to provide stability to the test set-upo The control unit which operated 
the slide vaJ.ves, described in reference lJ was modified so that the load could 
be applied to the beams asa triangular pulse~ The safety device which prevented 
reverse firing ane possible damage to the machine was removed because this deYice 
required a delayed time. of approximately twenty milliseconds before the load 
could be removed. This would result in a fiat-top pulse of approximately fourteen 
to sixteen millisecondsJ assuming a rise time of fo~ _ ~<? six millisecondso In. 
order to prevent damage caused by reverse firing the piston was moved to the 
very top of the cylinder against a stop by means of a turnbuckle built into the 
loading shaft, thereby preventing the piston from mOving upward if reversed 
firing occurred. 
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3&2 Instrumentation 
Applied loads~ vertical reactionss steel strains~ concrete strains j 
and deflections were measured in both the static and dynamic tests 0 In 
addi tion to the above measure:m.ents;; accelerations were measured for the 
dy:uamic tests 0 The applied loads and reactions were measured with load 
dynamometers J steel and concrete strains by SR- 4 stra,in gages:; deflections 
by linear variable differentiaJ.. transformer (LVDT) gages» and accelerations by 
a, Hathaway type AMS~20A El.ectrlc Accelerometer Hea.d with a capacity of' 500go 
Si~al.s of the above measuring devices 'Were record~d on, film by Hathaway 
s-14 Magnetic Oscillographso Figure 1 shows. the locations on the test specimen 
where :the measurements 'Were made 0 
Applied Loads ~ A distributing beam. was designed to apply two equal. 
loads at the third points of -:the be'am span as show. in Figo 30 The distributing 
beam was equipped with load. measuring cells at each end in order to measure 
the magnitudes of' the load pulses that were applied to the beamQ Load cells 
developed in a pre~ious investigation were used& These load cells consisted 
of a strain bridge mounted on hollow circular steel cylinders 0 Each strain 
bridge ccn.$,isted of' four SR=4 strain gages 0 In addi t,ion. to the above a main 
load d,ynamometer was used to measure the load applied to the distri'buting ~oeam., 
Reactions ~ T"ne I'eaction devices developed by Feldman. (2) in a pre-
vious irrvestigatio:ri were used~, This reaction device consistGd of load cells 
built into roUer support assemblies., These load. cells.l1 shown in Fig., 3,9 con-
sisted. of tb.ree hollow al,;Jm.J.,l}}..lm cylinders with e:rlla.1::ged ends f'inul.y attached 
at each en.d to 2"'J.no thick steel p.lateso The three cyl.inders were arranged 
symmetrically around the center points of the end plates to which they were 
atts.cb,ed and the end bearing plates of the beam were centered over the end 
plates of the reaction system., Four SR"" 4 type A 7 strain. gages were m.ounted in 
a symmetrical. pattern. on. the outside of each cylinder» two parallel to the 
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axis of' the cylinder and two circumferentiaJ.1.y., (f.n.e Wheatstone bridge circui t 
was made up of a.1.l twelve gages in each cylinder groupo Each leg of'the 
bridge contained a gage from. each cylindero This arrangement eliminated the 
effect of any eccentricity on the magnitude of measured reactions 0 The rece 
actions were capable of measuring both upward and downward forces., 
CaJ.ibration of Load and. Reaction Dynamom.eters~ The load and reaction 
cell.s were caJ.ibrated by placing them in a l20 j OOO lbo Baldwin Hydraulic Testing 
Machine., Increments of load were applied and the corresponding output of the 
strain bridge was measured with an SR~4 strain indicatoro Curves of load versus 
strain output were then constructedo The load cells and reactions were further 
calibrated by shunting an arm of' the strain gage bridge with various resistors 
and measuring strain output of the bridge by an SR-4 strain indicator. By the 
use of' the load-strain output curves the load corresponding to each resistor 
was determined. The circuits used in ca.1.i brat ion were the same. insof'ar as 
possible as those used in the testing of the beams., At the beginning of each 
beam test the resistors corresponding to definite values of' load were switched 
into the strain bridge circuit and the output recorded by the oscillographs 
thereby establishing the caJ.ibration for the oscillograph traces which were 
obtained during the test., 
Steel and Concrete Strains ~ Steel s,trains in the reinforcing bars 
were measured with type A-7 and post yield PA .... 3 gages 0 Six A-7 gages were used 
for the beams of group E331 and three type A-7 and t~ee type PA- 3 gages were 
used for the beams of groups E332 and E333. No steel strain measurements were 
made in the reinforcing steel of beams of group E333V" The post yield gages ~ 
PA .... 3, were used to measure the J..arge strains tha.t occurred in. the 'Work hardening 
range. The strains were measured in both bars at midspan and II me on each 
side of' the midspano 
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Concrete strains were measured at midspan on the. top f'ace of' ,the 
beam as shown in Fig. 1.. Type A= 3..9 SR".,4 gages were usedo 
Both concrete and steel strains. were measured by using a strain 
bndge circuit f'or each gage point 0 Ea.ch strain briq,ge consisted of' the 
measuring SR-4 strain gage mounted on the test specimen and three dummy gages 
mounted on a steel plateo A diagram of' the circuit is shown in Figo 4G 
CaJ..ibration of' Strain Bridges~ The strain bridges were caJ..ibrated 
by shuuting one of' the gages of' the bridge with selected resistors and measuring 
the output of' the strain bridge with an SR-4 strain indicator prior to each 
test. These resistors, which correspond to defini te strain val.ues, . w.eDe then 
switched into the circuits immediately before the test and the output of' the 
bridge recorded by the oscillographso This procedure gave the caJ.ibration for 
the s~rain traces obtained during the test of' the specimen. 
Deflections ~ Deflections were measured at the top midspan with two 
linear variable differentiaJ.. transformer def'1.ection gages. The Iff'ixed ends H 
of' the deflection gages were mounted to brackets supported by two-inch pipe 
stands as shown in Figo 56(a) () The movable core was attached to the end of a 
cantilevered steel bar which was attached to the beamo The deflection gages 
were calibrated prior to testing of the specimen by mOving the n fixed baSes ti 
through desired increments of' deflection and recording the output of' the LVDT 
gages by the oscillographo This established the caJ..ibration to be used in 
reducing the deflection traces obtained during the testing of the specimen. 
The east deflection gage was calibra.ted to measure only the deflections 
up to and slightly beyond the yield deflectiono The west deflection gage was 
calibrated at a smaller magnif'ication in order to read the larger deflections 
obtained beyond yieldingo ThereforeJ the readings of' the west deflection 
gages are not accurate for small deflectionso 
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Any vibration of the deflection stand induced by a disturbance of' 
the base of the deflection stand, which was attached to the loa.ding frame fJ would 
cause error in the deflection readings~The measured natural period of the 
deflection stand was approximately 80 mso For the beams subjected to a tri-
angular load. pulse, the duration of loading waS approximately 12 to 15 -mso 
with a rise time of' 4 to 5 mso Consequently,? the error at peak load caused by 
vibration of the stand would be less than lO percent of' the value at maximum 
amplitude of vibration and less than 35 percent of the maximum amplitude at 
the end of the triangular load. pul.seo The oscillograph records showed tha.t the 
amplitude of free vibration after the load w~ removed was in the order of 0002 
inches 0 This indicates that the deflection readings are fairly reliable as far 
as the vibration of the deflection stand is concernedo However 3 other factors 
such as the rotation of the base of the deflection stand due to deformation of 
the frame supporting the loading machine and the deflection of the beam supports 
induce deflection errors 0 These errors are not known and it woul.d be very 
difficult to determine their magnitudeSe However, it is felt that the deflection 
readings are of sufficient accuracy that the conclusions reached in a study of 
the test data would not be affected by any possib1e error in deflection readingso 
Accelerations ~ Accelerations were measured at the top midspan of 
the beamo The accelerometer was caJ..i brated by attaching it to the end of' a 
cantilevered beamo The end of the cantilevered beam was given an. initial dis-
pl.acement and then set free and allowed to vibrateo Deflections of' thecanti-
levered beam and output of the accelerometer were recorded on film by the 
oscillographo Reduction of these records provided a caJ..ibration up to approxi-
mately 25g nso The accelerometer was then moUnted on'the test specimen as 
shown in Figo 1e 
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3.3 Testing Procedure 
Static Tests: One beam fran. each group was tested statica.ll.y in 
order to determine the static strength properties of' the groupo The static 
tests were made with the same equipnent used to make the dynamic testso The 
duration of' the static tests varied f'rom approxima.tely 105 to 5 minutes 0 After 
the beam. was pl.aced in the testing frame and the wiring of all circlli ts canpletedj 
the de:f'J..ection ~ages were calibrated and the results recorded on f'ilm by the 
oscillographo Then the load and reaction dynamometers, and strain bridges were 
caJ.ibrated and the results recorded by the oscillographo Load was a.pplied 
graduaJ.ly by ~owing compressed nitrogen to b1eed into the upper cylinder causing 
the loaded piston to be forced against the beamo The l.oad was applied at a 
uniform. rate until failure of the beamo 
Dynamic Tests: The l.oading ap,plied in the dynamic tests consisted of 
either a triangular load pul.se or an "infinite duration" l.oa.d. pul.seo The uinfinite 
durationt! pulse was used on the beams whose resistance under a triangular load. 
pulse of about 20 ms 0 duration was greater than the capacity of the te,sting 
machine 0 
After the beam was placed in the test frame the accelerometer 'Was 
calibrated and attached to the beamo Then the deflection gages, l.oad dynamometers 
and strain bridges were calibrated using the same .procedure as for the static 
tests 0 T"hese caJ.ibrations were recorded by the oscillographo A smaJ.l increment 
of' load was then applied by turning the turnbuck1.e on the loading sha;fto The 
upper and lower chambers enc10sing the cylinder were pressurized to the desired 
pressures and finally, immediately before firing, the auxiliary chambers 'Which 
activate the slide valves were pressurized. So1enoids, which are energized at 
the desired time, trip the trigger system allowing the slide valves to open and 
the compressed nitrogen to escape into the cylinder thereby applying loads 
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and/or removing the loado At the completion of the test, final. readings of' the 
measuring devices were recorded by the oscillograph when possibleo 
If the first blow did not appreciably damage the· ~am, the beam was 
re .... tested; the intenSi ty of' the triangular pu1.ses was increased in steps unti 1 
the beam exhi bi ted a substantiaJ.. permanent set or until the beam appeared to be 
damaged due to crushing of' the concreteo Then a static test was run to determine 
the resistance after damage. For the beams tested under an "infinite duration" 
pulse the procedure was the same as for the triangular load pulse test except 
that only the top chamber was pressurized and the load was left on until the 
beam failed. 
IV 0 PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS 
40 1 Loads 1 Reactions 2 and Deflections vs ~e . 
In Figs. 5 through 20 are presented the curves of loads j reactions 
" .' . 
and deflections vs time 0 The sum of the loads and the sum. of the reactions are 
about equaJ. for aJ.lbeams except beam E333VB, third blowj indicating that the 
inertia forces are smallo The accelerometer traces are not presented because 
they were obscure ~t various places on the traces and therefore were very 
difficult to read. However the readings indicated sma.l.l inertia forces as· 
stated above'; The traces of loads aJld reactions for beam E333VB.'1 third b1.ow.9 
shown in Figo 20, are questionabl.e since it is possible that an instrumentation 
failure occurred during this teste. 
The m~um deflection for the beams subjected to triangular l.oad 
pulses general1.y occurred after the maximum. l.oad was reached as sho'Wll by Figs 0» 5 
through 20 0 Since the inertia forces are smalJ.. j this indicates that yielding 
occurred and continued to occur until the l.oad level. was reduced to a magnitude 
equaJ. to the static resistance of the beam corresponding to the def'lection at 
that time 0 Therefore J the greater the ratio of applied load to static yield 
load the more yielding will occur and the greater the period of time fran peak 
load to maximum. def'lectionc 
The third b1o'W of' beam E33lA, as shown in Figo 63 was intended to be 
triangular but due to a maJ.f'unction of the testing machine controls the peak 
~oa.d remained on the beam. 6 to 7 ms 0» 
In Figso 7, 14, and 15 are shown the results for beams subjected to 
ra];>idly applied loads with an "infinite durationtt f) These figures showed that 
the ~tudes of both the loads and reactions oscillated with a period varying 
from 5 to 8 ms e This behavior is not due to the chara.cteristics of the beam 
only but rather to the combined characteristics of testing frame J testing machine 
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and test specimenjt The calculated natural. f're,quency of t.he beam, considering 
f'le~ only, was approximately 3 ms Ct The ma.gni tudes of the loads m;td reactions 
decreased slightly for beam E331B after the peak load was reached until fai~ure 
as show. in Fig., 7., However, the load 8Jld reactions. of'beam. E333A 8Jld E333B 
remained constant after the peak. load was reached until failure as shown by 
Figs. 14 and 15., 
402 Steel and Concrete Strains vs Time. 
In Figs 0 21 tb:to~h 32 ar~ presented curves shOwing the varia.tion of 
the steel and concrete strains with timeo Steel gages 1, 2 and 3 were calibrated 
to gi va accurate strain values up to' 004 percent strain arid- gages 4, 5 and 6 were 
, -
calibrated to give strain . values up to 7 percent for all beams except those of, 
the E33l series which were calibrated up to 2 percent strain., The steel and con-
crete strains are presented for the first blow of each beam. only because the 
gages were not checked (and generaJ.ly could not be checked for reliability) after 
the first blow since they were mounted to the steel prior to casting of the con-
crete for all beams except those of group E3310 
Steel strains for beamE331A are shown in Figso 21 and 220 Figure; 21 
shows that the strain rate of the steel at midspan increased greatJ.y when the 
maximum load was reached. This increased strain rate continued until the strain 
reached the strain hardening region after which time the steel strain decreased 
rapidly as the load. decreased to the static yield 10000 The strain then de-
creased at a much reduced rate from. the static yield load until the load was 
completely removedo The end gages do not show high strain rates bei;t"~een yield 
and strain hardening as occurred for the midspan steele> A similar behavior 
occurred for beams E332A and E332B as show. in Figso 25 and 26 except that the 
steel strain at gage point 5 did not reduce rapidly as the load decreased below 
the static yield load of approximately 20 kips 0 
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The concrete stra.ins at midspan 'Were re1.ati ve1.y 'smal.l for the beams 
subjected to a triangti1arpulse~ 
Steel and concrete' strains for beams subjected to an "infinite' 
duration" pulse are shown in Figs'o 23» 24,9 "29, 30,9 31,9 and 320 The concrete 
strain of beam E3.31B reached, a vaJ..ue Of '00 75 percent stra.:iD. which is considerably 
greater than the maximum. strain (0050 percent) of the ccmpanion beam. E3.3lSl tested 
staticaJ.J.yo The maximum recorded concrete strain for beam E33.3A as shown in 
Figure' 29 is approximately 006 percent and 0052 percent' for beam E333B as 
shown in Figo 32.9 whereas the ma:xjm~ recorded' strain' of ccm:pa.nion beam E333S 
tested statical1.y was 0036 percento 
The stee~ strains for beam E331B are sho;m :in Figso 23 and 240 The 
midspan gages were lost on or before the time of maximum. loado Ho'Weverp the end 
gages lj 3~ 4, and 6 show that the steel strains remain ,approximately constant 
from the time of maximum. load until failureo It is interesting to note in Figo 24 
that the strain at gage 4 begins to increase at about 35 me., and reaches a peak 
of 42 mso and then decreaseso This phencmenon will be discussed later in this 
report. 
. In Figs., 29 and 30 are presented steel. and concrete strains for beam 
E333Ao In this test the midspan strain gages wer.oe lost at strains less than 2 
percent 0 The steel. strains at the ends of the beam. incuoeased until. the maximum 
load was a.pplied and then remained constant for a considerable interval. of' time 
and then yielded a.t an extremely rapid. rate compat"ed to the ra.te of strain 
before yieldingo The period. of time that the strains at the end qf the beam;, 
remained constant ma.y be due to the progressi~n time of the yiel.ding from. mid=> 
span to the supports ~ It is aJ..so possible that restraints were developed by 
the massive reaction. system. and this interval. of time was required for the 
restraints to vanisho 
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The steel strains for beam E333B are shown in Fig. 31e> The midspan 
steel strain as shown by gage 5 increased· rapidJ.y when the yield point was 
reached and continued to approximately the strain ha:rdening region at which 
time the strain rate reduced rather uniformly CI At a strain of about 3.5 
percent the rate increased again. The author believes that the strain gage is 
"going out n at this point because the oscillograph strain gage' trace shot off 
the paper shortly after this. However, there is reason to believe that the 
strains did not increase as indicated because the forces in the reinforcing 
bars corresponding to the steel strains would be greater than required for 
equilibrium. The end gages, 4 and 6, again show constant strain for a consider-
able length of time", At the end of the interval of constant strain, yielding 
takes place until the strain hardening region is reached at which time the 
strain rate decreased rather uniformly until the strain rate is zeroo 
Figure 32 shows the concrete strains for beam. E333B. Crushing of the 
concrete apparently began at the maximum recorded strain of approximately 04152 
percent and at 'a time of about 33 ms. whereas the beam failed at a time of 80 ma. 
4.3 Reactions va Deflection Curves 
Reaction-deflection curves are shovm in Figso 33 through 4141 In 
Fig. 33 are presented load-deflection curves for the static companion beams. 
All beams were reinforced with external clamp-on stirrups except for beams 
E331S and E333VSo Beam E331S was the onJ..y beam. that failed in shear; the rest 
failed in flexure.. The ductility of' the static canpanion beams ranged f'rom. 201 
for beam E331S to 28 for beam E332S. The Yield 1000, ultimate load, yield and 
ultimate deflections, ductili ty a;n.d maximum recorded concrete strain for each 
static companion beam are reported in Table 4", Measured yield deflections, 
measured u1timate deflections)! and measured reactions at yield are shown in 
Table 5 for all beamso 
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Figure 34 shows the rea.ction-'def'lec"tion curves for beam. E331Ao After 
the third blow the beam. exhibited a' perm.anent, set of' 2 ·,to 3 times the static 
yield deflection and "bhe concrete, at top midspaJi appeared to' have begtm to 'crusho 
A static test on the damaged beam showed that the strength waS impaired very 
11 ttleo However, the def1.ection at failure was onl.y about 0075 inches for this 
beam. whereas the deflection at fai1ure of the companion beam. tested under static 
load was about 100, inches. The beam. yielded at' the maximum. 10 ad for each b1.o'Wo 
The reaction-deflection curve for beam. E33lB is shown in Figo 350 
The dy.o.amic' stiffness is sanewhatless than the sta.tic stif'filesso This reduction 
in stiffness was also observed by Feldman (2) for beams with norm.& span-depth 
ratios 0 The dynamic yield resistance of beam E33lB was approximately equal.· tb 
the maximum 19M. appliede The beam. failed at an ultimate deflection of approxi-
mately 0.9 inches which is close to the ultimate deflection of 100 ill. attained 
by the static companion beamo ' 
In Figs .. 36 and 57 'are presented the reaction-def1.ectioncurves for 
the beams of group E332. Beam 'E332A was tested statica.lJ.y after the fourth blow 
and the ultimate deflection was apprOximately 40 percent greater than the uJ.timate 
deflection of the static companion beamo Beam E332B showed that after damage 
from. the dynamic blows the ductility and strength were not im.pairedo In Fig& 37 
it can be seen that the reaction-deflection relationship is approximately linear 
up to the maximum. load at which time the beam yields.. Beyond the maximum load 
the· deflection continues to increase as the loads decrease until the static 
level is reachedQ Under ~xrther unloading the deflection reduces in proportion 
to the decrease in loado 
Beams E333A and E333B were tested under an ~infini te duration" pulse 
as shown in Fig..;86 The ~amic stiffness was less than the static stif"fuess 
as the other beam. tests aJ.so indica.ted.. The v~timate deflections of beam E333B 
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and E333A were approxima.tely 20 percent less than those of the companion static 
tests.. The tension steel fractured at midspan in beam E333A whereas the concrete 
crushed at failure in beam E333B .. 
In Figs.. 39, 40, and 41 are presented the reaction-deflection curves 
for the beams of group E333V. These beams were without web steel and were in-
tended f'or a shear study. However, none of these beams failed in shear.. Beam 
E333VA was destroyed without obtaining data after the second blow due to a mal-
function of the loading machine. Beam. E333VB fail.ed in flexure a.t approximately 
the same d.ef'l.ection as the static companion beam, as show in Fig. 4l. 
4.4 Reactions vs Steel Strain Curves 
Load-steel. strain curves were prepared and used as an aid in determining 
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the yiel.d strengths. These curves aJ.so aid in detecting the presence or absence 
of' restraints occurring during the dynamic tests due to the reaction system. 
If the l.ooo strain curves for the dynamic and static compa.D.ion beam tests coincide 
for the portion below the static yield strength then it seems reasonable to assume 
that no end restraints developed at least up to the dynamic yield strength. 
Observation of the reaction-steel strain curves presented in Figs. 43 through 51 
incidates that if any restraints developed at the reactions ~hey must have been 
small. In studying Figs .. 43 through 51 it must be remembered that the strains 
mea.sured by gages 4, 5, and 6 are not accurate for reaclin.gs in the region below 
yielding. They are to be used mainly for the region beyond f'irst yieldingo 
However, even at l.ow strains they show the general. trend of behavior 0 
Figures 42 through 45 show the res~ts :E'OIJ the beams of group E33J.. 
Figures 45 through 47 show the results for the beams of group E332 and Figo 48 
through 51 show the results for the beams of group E333. 
The reaction-steel strain curves for beam E332B, Fig. 45, show that 
the steel yielded at maximum load and yielding continued until the static 
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reaction-steel strain curves was reachedo At this point, a considerable amount 
of steel strain was recovered 'With but a slight decrease in load. The steel 
strain for beam E332A yielded also at maximum load but continued to yield beyond 
the static reaction-strain curveo As the remainder of the load was removed, 
the steel strains in both beams recovered at the same slope'. -An explanation 
of the above phenomenon will not be attempted. 
Figures 46 and 47 show that when the triangular load pulse was applied 
to beams E332A and E332B arch action did not develop as occurred :tor the static 
cOmpanion beam test. 
Reaction steel strain curves for beam E333A and E333B are shown in 
Figs. 48 through 51.. The figures show that these beams developed arch action 
prior to yielding., lUso Figso 49 and 51 clearly show that the strains in the 
steel near th~ supports remained constant at the yield load for a considerable 
length of time before yielding. 
Reaction-concrete strain curves for all beams are shown.in Figs. 52 
through 55. They have the same general pattern as the steel strain curvesc> 
4.5 Cracking Configurations and Modes of Failure 
Photographs of the beams a:rter static and dynamic tests are shown. in 
Figs 0 56 through 610 Figure 56( a) shows a typical test- set-up prior to testing~ 
In Figs. 56 an.d 57 are presented photographs of the E331 group beams,· Fig. 58 
for the E332 group ,beams, Fig~ 59 for the E333 group beams and Figso 60 and 61 
for the E333V group beams. 
Group E331 Beams: Photographs for the static canpanion beams of 
group E331 after failure are shown in Figs. 56(b) and 56{e). Beam. E33lS failed 
in shear. Beam E33lSl., which is identical to beam. E331S except that vertical. 
clamp-on stirrups were added, fail.ed in flexure. No visible cracks formed in 
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the beam outside of the stirrups e The stirrups were placed midway between the 
load and reaction points.. The ductility of beam E331S and E331S1. were 2.1. and 
15 respectivelyo 
The cracking configuration of beam E331A after the first blow is 
shown in Fig. 57(a). There are three main cracks,; two inclined cracks and one 
vertical. crack at midspan. The magnitude of the second blow was below the 
static yield load. The third blow caused the cracks to extend and, in addi tionJ 
two new cracks formed as show in Fig., 57(b)., Figure 57( c) shows the beam a.f'ter 
the static test which followed the third b1ow. The strength of the beam was 
reduced only slightly by the three dynamic blows. 
Beam E33lB was subjected to a rapidly applied load with ifinf'inite 
duration" • Figure 57( d) shows the beam after failure. All cracks are nearly 
verticaJ. and, as in beam. E331A, no cracks developed outside the stirrups.. The 
deflection of this beam at failure was oD.ly slightly less than the maximum. de-
flection of the static ccm:pani'on beam. 
Group E332 Beams: The fru..lure configuration of the static ccmpanion 
beam is shown in Fig. 58. The beam failed by cruShing of the concrete at top 
midspan. The ductili ty is approximately 28 which is considerably greater than 
the ductility of the E33lS beam. However, the E332 beams had. 0.81 percent 
tension steel whereas the E33l beams had 1.48 percent tension steel. 
Four c1ynamic bl.ows were applied to beam. E332A to damage the beam., 
The ratio of the magnitude of the applied dynamic load to the static yield 
load. ranged :from 1..6 to 2.0. After the foUrth blow the permanent set was 
approximately o.;Btl which is about 9 times the sta.tic yieJ.d deflection. The 
beam was then tested staticaJ.ly., The maximum strength a.:f'ter damage was only 
slightly below the strength of the static canpanion beam .. 
Cracking of beam. E332B after the second blow, which had a magnitude 
of' apprOximately twice the static yield load, is show. in Fig. 58 (c). An 
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inclined crack developed completely through the cross section of the be~o 
However ~ a static test after ,the second blow reveal. ted that the strength "Was 
not impaired. The permanent set after the second blow was approxima.tely 0., 27 
inches wmchis 603 times the sta.tic yield deflection., 
Group E333 Beams~ The E333 group beams were reinforced with 1048 
percent tension steel and 0.,81 percent compression steel., Clamp-on stirrups were 
also used. The static companion beam failure is shown in Fig., 59( a) ., Failure 
occurred by crushing of the concrete and buckling of'the compression steel., The 
ductili ty of the beam. was about 25 even though the tensiqn steel was approximately 
105 :percento The increase in ductility over the E331 series beam. is undoubtedly 
due to the compression steel and clamp-on stirrups., 
Beam E333A was subjected to a rapidly applied load with an t1in:f':inite 
d~ationtl ., The magnitude of the applied load was about 1.0 6 times the static 
yield load., 'The beam· failed in:flexure .. by crushing of the concrete and fracture 
of the tension steel as shown in Fig., 59(b)., TheF~ was no lateral buckling of' 
the compression steel in this l:)eam as in the, static companion beam., The de-
flection gage 'tr~e was lost at a deflection of 1035 inches; this deflection was 
reached when about 2/3 of the time to fai1.ure had ela;psedo Therefore 3 it appe8.I."'s 
that the deflection at failure was at least equaJ. to the maximum. deflection of 
the static companion beam., Again.? no cracks formed between the stirrups and the 
supports 0 
Group E333V Beams: Since beam. E331S failed in 'shear when tested 
staticaJ..lY3 it was hoped that info:r:mation concerning the dynamic shear strength 
could b~ obtained by repeating the E331 series beam tests without externaJ. 
stirrups 0 However, the static companion beam of this series, beam E333VS.9 
failed in flexure at a reduced ductilityo The ductility of beam E333VS was 
approximately 50 percent of the ductility of the E331S1 beamo The reduction 
in ductility is probably due to the strain concentration in the concrete at the 
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top of the inclined cracks which formed near the supports and deveJ.oped towards 
the top midspan of' the beam, thereby causing pre:m.ature crushing of the concrete. 
The cracking configuration of' beam. E333VA after the first blow is 
shown in Fig. 6o(a). The magnitude of' the tria.nguJ.a.r pulse was approximately 
1.2 times the static yield resistanceo Inclined cracks f'ormed near the support 
and propagated to the top midspan of' the beam. No further information was 
obtained fran. this beam because instrumentation failure occurred during the 
next blow. The failure configuration, is show: in Fig. 60( c) .. 
Beam E333VB was subjected to two trian~ar pulses and then to a 
rapidly applied l.oad of ninfiDi te duration". Figures (51.( a) and 61(b) shows 
the cracking configuration a.fter the first and second bJ.ows 0 This beam. developed 
a vertical. crack near the support as well as inclined crackso There were no 
vi,sible cracks at midspan. In Fig. 6l( c) is presented the failure configura.tion 
of beam E333VB a.:f'ter an "infinite durationU bJ.ow. The beam was compJ.etely 
demolished. Four or five sma.l.l chunks of' concrete were all tha.t remained. 
Undoubtedly a beam with tension steel. only is a very poor design· for' dynamic 
loads (or for that matter for static loads). The defiection at fa.ilure was 
equal. to the ultimate deflection of the sta.tic ccmpaniom beam. 
V. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
5.1 Hypothesis of BeamS~rensth Considering Strain Rates 
If the rise time of the loading is sufficiently grea.ter than the 
natural period of the beam so that the inertia. forces can be negJ.ected, then 
the magnitudes of the applied load a.nd reactions at any time must be about 
equal. Before yielding, the steel strains at midspan are proportion~ to the 
applied loa.do The reaction .... steel strain cu:rVes presented in Figs 0 43, 453· 
47, 49, and 51 indicate that this assumption is va.lido Thus the midspan steel 
strains at any load P bel.o'W the dynamic yield load can be computed a5.9 
where 
Then the strain rate becomes, 
€ = C P 
de: dP 
dt = C dt 
or the stra.:in rate is e~a.l· to a constant times the load ra.te for any time 
prior to yield ... 
Ma.nj oine (3) found that increasing the strain rate increased the yield 
strength,9 ultimate strength and the unit strain at the beginning of the strmn 
hardening region. Figure 62 shows assumed stress-strain curves for various 
strain rates. These curves a.:re used in the following explanation of the be-
havior of a beam as affected by strain rate.:. 
If a rapidly applied load pul.se 'With an uinf'inite duration~~ is applied 
to the beam as concentrated 1.oads at the third points of the span:> then the 
force in the tension steel at midspan must remain constant from points A to E 
of the load pulse; the sma.11 inertia. forces are neg1.ectedo The ~nitia.l strain 
rate in the tension steel' at midspan up to point A can be determined 
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by the rate of. the application"of the load puJ.seo This rate of strain establ.ishes 
.an increased yield strength as sllown by point A on the stress-strain curveo After 
first yie1.ding the steel. will flow at an increased strain rate sufficient in 
magni tude to develop the required stress in the reinforcing bar 0 Tbis flow will 
continue until the strain reaches the strain hardening region marked point B 
on the stress-strain curves and the strain-time curve of' Fig" 620 At this point 
the strain rate must decrease as shown by the strain-time curve otherwise the 
steel stress will increase due' to entering of the strain hardening region" This 
would require the steel to deve10p more force in the bar than required for 
equil.ibrium which is not likely to occur" The strain rate continues to decrease 
passing through points C and D until point E of the Ustaticn stress-strain curve 
is reached. At this point static equilibrium is reached providing the concrete 
has not reached the limi ting crushing strain which, in turn, may also depend 
upon strain rateo Whether the concrete crushes before point E is reached de-
pends on the steel percentageJ concrete strength and the steel stresso If a 
load pulse with a magDitude greater than the static uJ.timate is applied to the 
beam, the same procedure woUld apply and the beam. would fail when the concrete 
reaches the li.mi ting strain or when the steel bar fractures a.t the u1 timate 
stra.in~ 
If the steel reinforcing bar has a stress graitlent it seem. reasonable 
to assume that if' yielding occurs first at midspan the yield front must travel 
aJ.ong the baZ:' towards the end of the bar 0 When the yield front reaches the end 
gage point the steel at this point flows in a manner similar to the flo"W 
phenomenon that occurred at midspano The same description of' beha.vior may then 
be sta.ted for the steel strains at points near the support using the letters 
At, B' etco, as shown in Figo 620 
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Figure 51 shows strain=time eurves for beam E333B which was subjected 
to a rapidJ..y a.pplied load. of' J:inf'inite dura.tion" 4) The general shape agrees with 
that of' Fige 62 except at strains above 305 percent for gage 5. As mentioned 
earlier in'this report it appears that gage 5 is "going out" at this pointe 
If' the load. pulse is removed in. the region marked B or C of Figo 62 
then the strains at midspan wouJ.d reduce after reaching a peak as shown in 
Figse 21 and 280 If the load is removed slightly after flow starts in the 
steel n.eal." the sUpport then the shape of the strain-time curve for an end gage 
would appear as sho'WD. by gage 4 of' Fig. 240 From. Fi'ge 24 it is apparent that 
the load reduced at a time of about 42 ms.. The load-time curve for this beam" 
Fig. 7, shows the 10ad. reducing rapidly a.t this time. 
502 Effect of Strain Rate on Yield Strength 
Strain rates before and after yielding are listed in Table 6 for the 
first blow of each beam 'With the exception of the E333V group beams for which 
no strain measurements were ma.deo Readings before yielding obtained by gage 5 
for beams of the E332 and E333 series may be questionable since these gages were 
calibrated to read large st~a.ins and the readin.gs at small strains may not be 
a.ccura.te. The measured strain rate in the steel at mids:pa.n prior to yielding 
varied from. 0.43 to 0.85 in./in./sec. The computed strain rates based upon 
the ass~tion that the strain rate is proportional to the loading rate varied 
from 0049 to 0088 ino/ine/sec. In general.9 the computed strain rates agree 
qui te well with the measured strain rates 0 
The measured strain rates at midspan after first yielding varied from 
7.1 to 1.2.0 iD.o/ino/sece lUso these vaJ..ues may be in error because the interval. 
of t~e during which these strain rates occurred was approximately 1. or 2 mso 
and the time on the oscillograph records could be estimated only to about 1/4 
me 0 at best. ' However, these reaul ts clearly show that the flow rate after 
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yielding necessary to maintain a stres"s level is much greater than the strain 
rate necessary to establish the same yield level. 
The percent increase in the yield strength is plotted versus the 
computed and measured strain rates in Figo 63 and these data. are canpared with 
the results of Ma.njoine's tests (3)0 Manjoineus curve gives average strain 
ra.tes for the ~pla.stic flown coneli tion since a constant rate of strain was 
maintained in his testse Also, these rates are for a steel whose mechanical. 
properties are considerabl.y different than those of the reinforcing steel used 
in the beams of this report 0 Therefore, it should not be expected that the 
strain. rates of this report would agree with Manjoine~s curveo 
In Fig. 64 are plotted the measured and computed strain rate prior 
to yielding versus percent increase in yield strength using sri thimeticaJ. scal.es It 
Figure 65 shows a comparison of the dynamic yield strength data 
obtained in these tests with the values obtained by Keenan (4) on reinforcing 
ba.rs 0 Again, it must be pointed out that the val.ues of strain rate as reported 
by KeenaJl are not computed in the same matmer as those of this report. Keenans t 
values are equivaJ..ent strain rat~s computed as proportional. to the 'liaverageU 
stress rate over the intervaJ.. of time from. th~ static yield "level to general. 
yielding. This intervaJ. of time includes a delay time which did not occur for 
the midspaJ2 steel strains in the tests presented in this report.. However, as 
a matter of" interest.9 a comparison is madeo It appears that the results of the 
tests of this report are not out of 1.ine with the results obtained by Keenan 
even though the strain rates were obtained in an entirely differen:t manner. 
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VI., CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the test results for the variables studied and the 
test set-up used, the following conclusions are made: 
lo Application of repeated triangul,ar load pulses 'With a peak intensity 
greater than the static yield load until the beam exhibits considerable permanent 
set had little ef'f'ect upon the static resista:o.ce after damageo Also the ultimate 
static deflection after damage was greater than the static companion ultimate 
de:f'J.ection for aJ.l beams except one which fai1.ed at 75 percent of ultimate 
static deflection of the virgin beamo 
20 A triangular load pul.se with a. peak magnitude of a.t least 200 times 
the static yield load was applied without appreciable reduction of the static 
strength. The rise time of the puJ.ses was apprOximately 105 times the naturaJ. 
period of the beamo 
3. The uJ.. timate deflection under rapidl.y applied load of n infini te 
dura.tion" "Was approximately equaJ. to the ultimate deflection of the com:pa.nion 
beams tested statical1.yo 
4. Ductili ty was inc~ea.sed by USing compression steel. and vertical. 
clamp-on stirrups. The clamp-on stirrups were very effective in that no visible 
cracks occurred in the stirrup regiono A ductility ratio as high as 28 was 
obta:ined .. 
5.. In scme dynamic tests arch action f'onned after yielding of the 
tension steel occurred~ whereas the arch action occurred prior to yielding in 
the companion beams tested statically .. 
6~ The strain in the concrete at first crushing under dynamic loading 
was greater than the strain a.t first crushing under static loa.ding~ 
70 The dynamic yield load. increased as the strain rate of the tenE.ion 
steel prior to first yielding increasedo The flow rate after first yie2ding 
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increased. as the ratio of the.dy.tmmic yield load to the static yield load 
increased. This flow ra.te was severaJ. times grea.ter than the strain rate prior 
to yielding and continued for beams subjected to ttinf'ini te durationt1 pul.se 
until the strain hardening region was rea.ched at which time the strain rate 
decreased uniformly. For the beams subjected to a triangular load pulse the 
flow rate continued more or less until the load level was reduced to the static: 
resistance of the beamo There is a delay time of yielding of' the tension steel 
between the midspan. and support sectionso 
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TABLE 1. PaO'P.IRrIIS OF ~lMIN8 
D:bIeui0D8 tor all beaa8: Width .. 3 in." d .. 9 in., Span - 30 in. c. to c. supports 
Be_ TJpe TJpe Concrete Tensi<m Be1Dforcement Cd.lb.Pr8S8ion :Reinforcement· Web* 
Hark of of Strfmgth No. and Yield Ko. IIDd Yield ReiDf .. 
No. Teat Load Pulse psi Size of Stress Size of Stress 
Bars 1> a1 Bars ~. 01 
B33lS Static 4700 2'4 1.48 41 .. 1 .... 
133lS1 Static 4700 2,4 ·1.48 47.1 Yn 
Z3:5lA ~c Tr18D&le 4700 21Jt. l.~ 41.7 Ye. 
B3~ DfDemic nat~ 4700 214 l.~ 47.7 Yea 
E'~ Stat1e 4430 2'3 0.81 52.0 Yea 
E332A D;ruIdc Tr1Jmgle "30 2#3 0.81. 6e.O Yes ~ 
B3YlB Dyraaaic TrlaDgl.e 4430 2#3 0.81 52.0 Yea 
B3338 static 4320 214 . .1.lJ8 51 .. 2 2#3 0.81. 52.1 Yes 
:8"", D;ruIde nat .... top 4320 214 l . ...a 51.2 2'3 0.81 52.7 Y •• 
."38 DJDudc FlAt-top -~ 214 1.48 51.2 2#3 0.81 52 .. 7 tu 
E,,3VS Static 4470 214 1..~ 51.7 J.fcDe 
E3l,VA' DJDIaie Triangle 4410 214 l.~ 51.7 }(0Dt 
B,,3VB D,Maio Tr1aDgle "-10 2#4 1 .. 48 51.7 Roae 
aDd 
nat .... top 
... 
... Web reinforcement COU8ieted ot one clflllP.....oD .~ at each eM of beam midV&7 between reaction aud load. 
TABLE 2 PROPmrDS OF UIBFORC I1Il snzL 
Beam Tension Reinforcement Cl(llJIJression Re1D.rorcement 
Mark ·f c E t t E IE tu 
Bo. '7 '7 0 u 7 '1' 0 
01 tf. ~ ka1 01 10 ~~ 01 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ('1) (i8) (9) 
E33lS 47.7 0.143 1.92 1'.7 
E33lSl 47.1 0.143 1.92 1'.1 
E3,a 4.7.7 0.14, 1.92 1'.7 
E33lB 41.5 0.152 2.01 72.6 
E':528 52.0 0.111 1.88 19.4-
E332A 52.0 0.171 1.88 79.4-
E332B 52.0 0.111 1.88 79.4 
E3338 51.2 0.1614- 1.25 84.0 52.1 0.115 1·.51 82.4 ~ 
~3A 51.2 0.164- 1.25 84.0 52.7 0.175 1..51 82.4 
·1:3338 51.2 0.1614- 1.25 84.0 52.7 0.175 1.1151 82.4 
* 86., 1'3}'YS 51.7 0.150 . 1.60* 
E"",A 51.7 0.150 1.60* 86., 
E333VB 51.7 0.150 1.60 86., 
* Eat:1mated 
TABLE , . ~IES OF COER@! MIDS 
Be_ ceamt: Sand : Grawl water/C .... t 8luap AwRp A_rap Ice· at 
Mark by We1&bt b7 We1ght Compressiw Modulus of Teet*' 
Ro. 8~t'· c Rupture 
in. u1 psi dap 
(1) (2) (:~) (4) (5) (6) (1) 
!!'31 1/2 nri.es 1.00:4..03:4.21 0.81 4100 604- ~, aDd 70 
be_ 
:1,:52 
nriell 1.00:3.99:4.19 0.84 1 4430 756 Jt.5 and 66 
be .. \Jr4 
'" :I", 1.1/2 Arie. 1.00:'.99:4.25 0.81 4:520 542 15 cd 28 
beau 
El5:5V 
series 1.00:,.96:4.21 0.87 ,ft 4410 6:38 29 aDd 54 
beails 
*' One·half' of the control spee:Saena were tested at first ap 8IJd cme-lBlf teated at second age. The awrap 
atreDath ftJ.ue8 of the fint aDd MCcmd epa are the reported 'ftlU8S. 
TABLI 4 RIStJL'lS at STATIC COMPA1fIOlf TFSt8 
Be_ Du.ration Qq Q. bq A 4-;A €* 
.. :It of 
-
c 87 
Bolli Teet 
Mimttes kips kips 1Dcbes 1Dchee 1n/1D. 
B3:51S 5.1 35.2 36.0 O.C115 0 .. 16 2.1 0l1li0028 
:1':5181 2l1li0 ~.5 36.5 0.067 1.00 15' 0.0050 
B33l2S 1.5 20.5 23.6 O.oJ&.} 1.20 28 0.002, 
:1'338 3.' 36.4 46l1li2 0.065 1.& 25 0.0036 
B'33V8 1..9 39.7 42.4 0.082 0.63 1.1 
~ 
* Maxi'lNlll value recorded. 
:se. :Blow ~ ~ ,.6, 4\ Mart. Bo. m 
Ho. ldpe in. iD. .Accua. Ace_. b. in. 
Z33lS Static 35.2 0.075 0.16 ' 
.,,un Static ~.5 0.067 1.00 B,,u 1 50.2 0.092 0.12 0.092 0.12 
2 JIlut1c Test , 51.0 0.108 0.203 O.lJe.8 0.245 
Static :51.; 0.0;6 ' 0.638 0.225 0.155 
1,3lB D* 5'.7 0.16 0.85 
Z,32S Static 20.5 0.04' 1.20 
.':Ji!A 1 "., 0.115 0.1,0 O.ll5 0.130 2 "'.5 O.llS 0.160 0.175 0.220 , ,s.5 0.165 0.185 0.302 O.~ 
It. JutrtJ8Dtation hilure 
Static 19.2 0.09 1.32 0.475 1.695 
1,32B 1 40.1 0.1' 0.225 0.1;0 0.225 
2 39.8 0.125 ,0.20 0.285 0.,58 
Static 20.5 0.068 1.25 ,0.342 1.525 
1"38 Static 36.4 0.065 1.62 I"" m 51.0 0.13' > 1.35 1I~':5B ,m ".0 0.135 1.26 
B"SVS Static ~.1 0.082 0.63 I'""" '1 48.1 , 0.105 O~"155 2 Blutic Test 
• ",-va 1. 45.0 IJ.utic Teat 
2 .... ,.; Blut1e Tut , 54.0 0.153 1.20 
* 
~%Dt1Di 'tie d.urat1on M " 
TABLE 6 MIASURID AIm COMPUrBD STRlDI RATIS 
Be. mow Meuured Strain Bate CGllQNted Strain :Rates ~ Mark No. 1D/iD/_c. iD/iD/sec. 
Be. 
Before Y1eld1Da Atter Y1eldiDC Ee:tore Y1eld1Q& 
saae 5 pp 2*** "5** Pee point 2 aDd 5 
B3:5lA 1 o.~* 0 .. 51 1.45 
• ,3lB I.D. 0.49* 0.53 . 0.58 0.56 
E3~ 1 8.0 0 .. 68 1.63 
K332B 1 0.66** 0.85 12.0 0.88 1.98 
1:333l I.D. 0.55** 9.7 0.56 1.51 ~ 
13338 I.D. 0 .. 50*1- 0.43 7 .. 1 0.49 1.46 
$I 
*' A':'7 gqe calibrated to read straiu up to 2 percent 
** PA-3 aaae c&l1brated to read ~tra1ns up to 1 percent 
*** 1.-7 sase calibrated to read strains up to 0.4 percent 
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FIG. 8 FORCES VS TIME AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VB TIME FOR BEAM E332A, FIRST BLOW 
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FIG. ('9 FORCES VB TIME AND MIDSPAN DmJOC!TION VB TIME FOR BEAM E332A, BECOlm BLOW 
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FIG. 10 FORCES VB TIME AND MIDSPAN D~TION VS TIME FOR BEAM E332A, THIRD BLOW 
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FIG. II FORCES VB TIME AND MIDSPAB DEFL.EI:TION VB TIME FOR BEAM E332A, FOURTH BLOW 
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FIG. 13 FORCES VB TIME AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VB TIME FOR BEAM .E332B, SECOND BLOW 
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FIG. 14 FORCES VS TIME AND MIDSPAN D~TION VS TIME FOR BEAM E333A 
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FIG. 15 FORCES VB TIME Aim MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VS TIME FOR BEAM E333B 
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FIG. 16 FORCES VS TIME AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VS TDiE FOR BEAM E333VA, FIRST BLOW 
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FIG. 17 FORCES VS TIME .AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VS TIME FOR BEAM E333VA, S~(:)ND B:Low 
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FIG. 18 FORCES VS TIME AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VS TIME FOR BEAM E33 3VB, FIRST BLOW 
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FIG. 19' FORCES VS TIME AND MIDSPAN DEFLECTION VS TIME FOR BEAM E333VB~ SECOND BLOW 
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FIG. 20 FORCES VB TIME AND MIDSPAN DEF'.LIDTION VS TIME FOR BEAM E333VB, THIRD BLOW 
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FTG. 21 STEEL STRAINS VB TIME FOR BEAM E331A, FIRST BLOW 
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FIG. 22 STEEL STRAINS VS TIME FOR BEAM E331A, FIRST BLOW 
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(a) 
Beam E33lA 
Cracking after 
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load pulse 
(b) 
Beam E33lA 
C rac king after 
third blow, 
(c) 
BeamE33lA 
Static test after 
third blow 
~ Q = 0·95 
sm 
(d) 
Beam E33lB 
Failure after rapidly 
applied load with 
"inf'inite duration l1 
FIG. 57 CRACKING AND F AlLURE CONFIGURATIONS OF 
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firstblo'W 
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